1) Parts and Fasteners Included

- 5/16 - 18 x 7/8 Bolts
- 5/16 - 18 x 1.25 Bolts
- Zori Feet
- Zori Columns
- Footbars (2 Lengths)
- 5/16 - 18 Locknuts

2) Tools and Supplies Required

- 1/2" Racheting Wrench
3) ASSEMBLY OVERVIEW:

1. Center Legs on the table are square. There are four legs that are not square, these go at the corners of the table.

2. If the feet have not been assembled, attach them to the Corner Legs in the orientation in Figure #1. You will need the $\frac{5}{16}$-18 x 1.25 Bolts and $\frac{5}{16}$-18 Locknuts.

3. The Center Leg feet are attached as seen in Figure #2. Tables shorter than 108” long will not use Center Legs.

4. Once the feet are attached the footbars must be assembled. All the footbars use the $\frac{5}{16}$-18 x 7/8 Bolts.

5. Start by attaching the shorter footbar between the Corner Legs. Figure #3. You will need to do this twice to make both ends.
3) ASSEMBLY OVERVIEW CONT:

6. Once both ends have been assembled the longer footbars can be used to tie the two ends together. Start by attaching the footbars to one Corner Leg pair. The result can be seen in Figure #4.

7. Next, attach the Center Legs, as seen in Figure #5, or for tables shorter than 108”, skip to step 8.

8. Finally, attach the second Corner Leg pair to complete the table. Figure #6.